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Tank Excavation

Don’t take
chances,
call in the
experts

Excavating tanks is not just about digging a lump of metal from
the ground; to do it safely requires many special skills. The
whole process begins in the office with a thorough study of all
available plans, so we can get the best idea possible of what is
below ground. As well as the most recently used tanks and pipe
work, there may be old disused tanks that need excavating and
services that need to be avoided and/or cut off.

We then carry out on-site surveys with a CAT scanner, to add to
the information from site plans. Many sites have been in use for
decades, so information is often incomplete. We also carry out
surface and borehole soil tests before and during excavation, to
identify any contamination due to leaks. Contaminated soil is
taken to a licensed site for safe disposal, to be replaced by clean
material.

If the tank has not already been made safe with water or inert
material, it will need de-gassing - usually with Nitro-foam - to
expel the potentially explosive fuel/air mix and make it safe to
work on. 

We then expose the top of the tank and cold cut a large hole in
the top, so our operative can safely access the tank to remove
sludge and scrub the interior thoroughly. All contamination is
again sent to a licensed site, while the cleaned tank goes for
recycling. Personnel who enter the tank are fully trained in
confined space working, are attached to a harness and safety-
line and wear breathing apparatus with protective clothing at all
times.

Our cold cutting techniques also mean we can cut up a tank in-
situ and remove it piece by piece. Materials are recycled
wherever possible and all safety and environmental regulations
are rigidly observed.

Testing the soil

Pumping out
contaminated 
water 

Tanks removed from excavation

Shearing large tanks

Safely entering a
tank for cleaning,
prior to 
excavation

Cutting into managable sections
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Safety

Safety for members of the public, contractors and our own
personnel is our top priority.  

On all of our sites:

Personal safety equipment is used at all times

All safety regulations are rigidly adhered to

Safety and toolbox talks are given at the start of each day
and to every new person arriving on site

Two way radios are used to communicate between
banksmen and machine operators

Only personnel trained in confined space working operate
inside tanks

Personnel who enter tanks are attached to a harness and
safety-line and wear breathing apparatus, a personal
escape kit and safety clothing at all times

All our sites are properly secured to prevent public access

Staff welfare is looked after on each site, including the
provision of toilet, washing and canteen facilities

All practical steps are taken to ensure the safety and
security of our staff

Scanning  for
underground hazards

All sites 
properly 
fenced

Vibration
monitored

Full BA and safety
clothing worn inside tanks

Safety fences around
excavations

Air quality monitored

Safety harnesses 
worn at heights
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Demolition & Decommissioning 

We have the in-house expertise to completely decommission
any size of fuel site, from the largest service station to the
smallest private site.

Give us the site and we will give you back a decontaminated
plot that is free of problems and ready for any kind of
development.

As with all our operations, safety of the public, contractors and
our own staff is paramount, and noise, vibration and dust is
kept to a minimum (see also Tank Excavation and Safety
inserts).

We are the one-stop decommissioning shop.

Our services include: 

All civil engineering work 
Demolition of all buildings 
Tank excavation (see separate sheet) 
Site and environmental surveying 
Land decontamination
Safe disposal of all materials removed from the site
Reinstatement of the site 

Materials are recycled wherever possible and all safety and
environmental regulations are scrupulously observed. Nuisance
to neighbours is kept to a minimum.

Keeping dust to 
a minimum

Tank removal

Keeping contamination at bay

Complete demolition

No project too big
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Hot & Cold Cutting 
and Heating Oil Tank Removal

Outside Tanks - overground and underground
One of the best ways to dispose of unwanted tanks is to
thoroughly clean them and then cut them up on site, ready to be
taken for recycling. This can be done by either cold cutting or
hot cutting, depending on individual circumstances. Cold
cutting can be done by hand or by machine.

Tanks inside buildings
Our skill in hot and cold cutting has helped us clean and extract
redundant central heating system tanks from some very tight
places with restricted access - with minimum disruption. We
have carried out this task in a huge variety of buildings,
including Buckingham Palace, main Post Offices, top London
hotels and private houses.
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Tank Cleaning & Gas-freeing

We clean tanks preparatory to scrapping and also for re-use,
which extends the life of the tank.

Demand for cleaning tanks for re-use had dropped off over the
last two decades, but it is now increasing once more; either in
preparation for stocking bio-fuel, or solving bio-fuel clogging
problems. If bio-fuels are put into uncleaned tanks, they can strip
out any detritus already in there, or bacteria can form jellyfish-
like colonies; both of these can clog dispensers.

Whatever the reason for cleaning, it requires dedication to safety
and experience in determining safe methods of working, geared
to each set of circumstances.

We start by removing any residue product. The tank is then
temporarily inerted, either with our Nitro-foam inerting process
or by water filling.

Cleaning is done by scrubbing from the inside (our preferred
method) or jet washing from the outside; it is the customers'
choice. All work is carried out by our fully trained and
experienced staff, who will, on completion of the work, issue gas-
test certificates.

Projects are undertaken in strict compliance with all current
Health, Safety and Environmental regulations required by the
Petroleum Officer, HSE and Environment Agency. All residues
and washings are disposed of safely under 'Duty of Care' or EA
Notifications.

If the tank is to be removed, either by us or another contractor,
it will be fully exposed and inerted, enabling us to cold cut a
large opening in the tank top. This opening facilitates cleaning
and gas-freeing and prevents any build up of flammable gases
during the tank removal.

Cleaning tanks for re-use
No job too big

Our tank
cleaning
vehicle
has built
in
showers
for staff
welfare

Full protective equipment
and a ‘buddy’ standing by
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Solid Filling Tanks and
Removing Solid Filled Tanks

Solid Filling Tanks
Where redundant underground tanks need to be made
permanently safe, but it is not practicable or cost effective to
remove them, we can solid fill them using approved materials.

Existing surface covers can either be replaced or the manhole
chambers made good to ground level.

Removal of Solid Filled Tanks
Often solid filled tanks are in the way of future development. To
deal with this we have developed the use of air driven cutting
tools to safely cold cut open such tanks. This enables the fill
material to be disposed of safely.

In situations where it is not practicable to remove a whole solid
filled tank, this cold cutting method enables us to cut large
sections from the tank.

When dealing with RG22, all precautions are taken to ensure it
does not come into contact with skin and is not inhaled. We also
ensure the material itself is kept under control, both on the site
and when being transported off-site to a licensed landfill
facility.

Filling tanks
and disposal
of solid infill
from tanks.
Professionally
and safely
dealing with a
variety of
materials and
situations
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Nitro-foam Inerting

Nitro-foam inerting is an innovative method developed for the
inerting of fuel tanks in lieu of water filling. As petrol tanks must
be made safe prior to opening them up, this method was
designed to positively vent explosive vapours from the tanks in
a controlled and safe manner.

This type of inerting for underground petroleum tanks can be
advantageous when rendering tanks safe for:

Temporary inerting prior to cleaning and gas-freeing

Breaking down manhole chambers and exposure of tank 
tops

Removal of manlids and associated pipework

This method is cheaper than water filling and subsequent water
disposal by tanker. The nitrogen filled bubbles force out fuel
vapour and then dissolve away to virtually nothing. It also saves
time, with only one operation instead of two, and avoids time
delays while waiting for tankers.

Building on our 20-plus years of experience using Nitro-foam,
we have developed and improved our own self contained
inerter, which keeps the foam consistent, regardless of local
mixing water quality. The main part to the equipment does not
even need unloading from our vehicle to operate.

Making a tank safe

Testing 
water 
quality

Stows away into its
own compartment

Testing the foam

All in one de-gassing 
equipment
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On-site Water Treatment 
and Disposal

Developed to reduce the cost of disposal when draining
temporarily water-filled tanks, by drastically reducing the
amount of mixed fuel and water that has to be tankered off-site,
our Oil/Water Separator can treat it on-site. 

The four-stage unit will separate petrol and solids from water at
a rate of 15,000 litres per hour, or at a rate acceptable to the
waste water services company.

Free phase product is initially removed by skimming the surface
in the second chamber and can be collected in containers for
later disposal.

Solids are trapped in the coalescing material within chambers
I & 2. Petrol/oil is absorbed by chamber 3.

Chamber 4, polishes the final effluent. The resulting discharge,
as indicated by the many chemists' tests that we have had
carried out, is acceptable to the Environment Agency and most
local water authorities.

Another example of how we can be environmentally friendly
without increasing costs.
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Mission Statement
Our aim is to consistently 
provide a level of service
that exceeds customer 

expectations.
We will work as a team

with integrity and efficiency
to achieve results.

Our aim is to provide a 
professional, yet friendly, 

approach that sets us apart 
from our competitors.

Customer 
Service
Award


